
Cookie Policy 
 

We are using cookies on sebx.io for handling a user to log in and making sure that the site works as 
intended. 

 

What cookies are 

Cookies are small text files that are sent to and stored on your device (e.g. mobile phone, computer 
or tablet). Some are necessary for you to use the website's functionality fully, while others are used 
to improve your user experience and facilitate navigation on the website. 

 

Different kinds of cookies 

Session cookies (a temporary cookie that expires when you close your browser or device). 

Persistent cookies (cookies that remain on your computer until you delete them or until they expire). 

First-party cookies (cookies set by the website you visit). 

Third-party cookies (cookies set by a third-party website). 

 

The cookies we use 

Necessary cookies 

These are necessary to offer basic services such as being able to log in to and use the member pages. 
If you choose to turn off these cookies, you will not be able to use the services available on these 
pages. 

 

Functionality cookies 

These are needed for certain functions on the website to work, for example remembering your 
choice of dark or light themed colours displayed on the website on the device you are using. If you 
do not accept these cookies, you will not be able to use the full functionality that the website offers. 

 

Analysis cookies 

These are used to, for example, develop the website so that the user experience can be continuously 
improved through, among other things, evaluation, and analysis of user behaviour within the 
website. For this we are using a first-party cookie and the data never leaves SEB. 

 

 



What kind of cookies are in use and why 

Cookie name Type of cookie Purpose Expiration Source 

__Secure-next-
auth.callback-url 

Session cookie 
First party cookie 

Used to keep track of events during a visit to help the 
visitor. 

Expires when the 
browser is closed. 

sebx.io 

__Host-next-
auth.csrf-token 

Session cookie 
First party cookie 

Used to keep track of events during a visit to help the 
visitor. 

Expires when the 
browser is closed. 

sebx.io 

__Secure-next-
auth.session-token 

Persistent cookie 
First party cookie 

Used for authentication of page permissions. Only set 
for visitors who log in. 30 days sebx.io 

sebspid Persistent cookie 
First party cookie 

Used by SEBx to distinguish one user of the website 
from another. 

2 years sebx.io 

sp 
Persistent cookie 
First party cookie 

Stores a server-side collector generated unique 
identifier for a user that is sent with all subsequent 
tracking event events. 

1 year sebx.io 

sebspses 
Session cookie 
First party cookie 

Used to identify if the user is in an active session on a 
site or if this is a new session for a user (i.e. cookie 
doesn't exist or has expired). 

30 minutes sebx.io 

 

 

Opt out 

The user can delete the cookies in the browser in its settings. 
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